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Measurements of two-particle correlations on angular difference variables η1 − η2 (pseudorapidity) and
φ1 − φ2 (azimuth) are presented for all primary charged hadrons with transverse momentum 0.15 pt  2 GeV/c
and |η| 1.3 from Au-Au collisions at √sNN = 130 GeV. Large-amplitude correlations are observed over a broad
range in relative angles where distinct structures appear on the same-side and away-side (i.e., relative azimuth less
than π/2 or greater than π/2). The principal correlation structures include that associated with elliptic flow plus a
strong, same-side peak. It is hypothesized that the latter results from correlated hadrons associated with semi-hard
parton scattering in the early stage of the heavy-ion collision which produces a jet-like correlation peak at small
relative angles. The width of the jet-like peak on η1 − η2 increases by a factor 2.3 from peripheral to central
collisions, suggesting strong coupling of semi-hard scattered partons to a longitudinally-expanding medium. The
new methods of jet analysis introduced here provide access to scattered partons at low transverse momentum well
below the kinematic range where perturbative quantum chromodynamics and standard fragmentation models are
applicable.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.73.064907 PACS number(s): 25.75.Gz
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I. INTRODUCTION
Analysis of correlation measurements can provide essential
information on the nature of the medium produced in ultrarela-
tivistic heavy-ion collisions [1–3]. In particular, angular corre-
lations among the charged hadrons produced in these collisions
reflect a number of mechanisms including collective flow (e.g.,
elliptic flow [4,5]), local temperature fluctuations, transverse
momentum conservation, quantum interference [6], final-state
interactions, resonance decays, longitudinal fragmentation [7],
and initial-state multiple scattering [8] including hard parton
scattering [9,10] with subsequent in-medium parton dissipa-
tion [11]. Modification of the resulting correlation structures
is expected as the bulk medium produced in ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions increases in spatial extent and energy
density with increasing collision centrality. Analysis of the
centrality dependence of the correlation structures should
enable quantitative information about the medium to be
obtained. In particular, the subject of the present work is
the in-medium modification of semihard parton scattering and
the distribution of correlated charged hadrons associated with
those energetic partons.
In this paper we report measurements in heavy-ion col-
lisions of two-particle correlations on angular difference
variables η1 − η2 (pseudorapidity) and φ1 − φ2 (azimuth) for
all charged particles with transverse momentum 0.15 pt 
2 GeV/c and |η| 1.3 where all charged particle pairs are
included, i.e., no leading trigger particle is required. This
analysis is based on √sNN = 130 GeV Au-Au collisions
observed with the STAR detector [12] at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). By focusing on lower pt particles
than in typical jet analyses, we are intentionally selecting a
kinematic range where strong, mutual interaction between the
low-pt bulk medium and the scattered partons is maximized.
The present, low-pt analysis complements previous high-
pt studies of parton-medium interactions which included
two-particle angular correlations based on a leading-particle
technique (e.g., trigger particle pt > 4 GeV/c, associated
particle pt < 4 GeV/c). In these studies the away-side jet
structure was observed to be strongly reduced in central Au-Au
collisions [13–15].
We refer to the jet-like distribution of hadrons asso-
ciated with semi-hard, initial-state scattered partons as a
minijet [9,10]. Estimates of the minijet frequency in Au-
Au collisions at RHIC, based on HIJING [10] Monte Carlo
predictions, indicate that of order several tens per central
collision occur, the number of resulting final-state hadrons
per scattered parton being only a few. Detecting individual,
semi-hard partonic processes in Au-Au collisions is therefore
unlikely and requires a statistical sampling method in which no
trigger particle or minimum pt requirements are invoked (other
than the minimum pt acceptance, 0.15 GeV/c). An appropriate
statistical method is provided by the autocorrelation technique,
well known in time-series analyses [16], combined with the
large angular acceptance of the STAR detector. This method
enables statistically weak correlation structures, which are
individually undetectable but occur multiple times in each
event, to be measured in the aggregate with good statistical
accuracy.
In the following sections we apply these novel low-pt
measurement methods to STAR data and report the observed
correlations for a range of collision centralities. The data
presented here display jet-like correlations which change
dramatically with centrality, a dependence which was not an-
ticipated by theoretical calculations of parton energy loss and
medium modified fragmentation based on perturbative quan-
tum chromodynamics (pQCD) jet-quenching models [10,17]
and parton recombination models [18]. The analysis method
is described in Sec. II, data and corrections are discussed
in Sec. III, the correlation distributions, errors and model
fitting procedure and results are presented in Secs. IV–VI,
respectively. A discussion and summary are presented in the
last two sections (VII and VIII).
II. ANALYSIS METHOD
Our eventual goal is to determine the complete structure
of the six dimensional, two-particle correlation for all hadron
pair charge combinations. Toward this goal the two-particle
momentum space was projected onto two, 2D (two dimen-
sional) subspaces (η1, η2) and (φ1, φ2) by integrating over the
transverse momentum acceptance interval as well as the re-
spective azimuth or pseudorapidity domains. Complementary
correlation structure on transverse momentum with integration
over specific azimuth and pseudorapidity acceptances is
reported in a separate analysis [19]. The quantities obtained
here are ratios of normalized histograms of sibling pairs
(particles from the same event) to mixed-event pairs (each
particle of the pair is from a different, but similar event) in
arbitrary 2D bins with indices a, b [5,20]. The normalized
pair-number ratio rˆab is defined by
rˆab ≡ nˆab,sib/nˆab,mix, (1)
where nˆab,sib = nab,sib/
∑
ab nab,sib (sum over all 2D bins),
nˆab,mix = nab,mix/
∑
ab nab,mix, and nab,sib and nab,mix are
the inclusive number of sibling and mixed-event pairs,
respectively, in 2D bin a, b. Histograms and ratios
rˆab were constructed for each charge-sign combination:
(+,+), (−,−), (+,−) and (−,+). Ratio rˆab is approximately
1, while difference (rˆab − 1) measures correlation amplitudes
and is the quantity reported here. Normalized pair-number
ratios were formed from subsets of events with similar
centrality (multiplicities differ by 100, except 50 for the
most-central event class) and primary-vertex location (within
7.5 c.m. along the beam axis), and combined as weighted (by
sibling pair number) averages within each centrality class [21].
Events were not grouped according to their reaction plane
angle in order that the contributions of elliptic flow be manifest
in the reported correlations, thus providing a well understood
reference with which to compare the magnitudes of other
correlation structures.
In a similar analysis of heavy-ion collisions (see Fig. 1 in
Ref. [21]) the correlation structures in 2D spaces (η1, η2) and
(φ1, φ2) were shown to be invariant with respect to coordinates
along directions defined by the sum variables η1 + η2 and
φ1 + φ2 (stationarity). Presentation of the correlation data
may therefore be simplified without loss of information by
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projecting the histograms rˆab onto the difference variables
η1 − η2 and φ1 − φ2 by averaging along directions parallel to
the main diagonals in the respective 2D spaces. In this paper
both the azimuth and pseudorapidity projections are combined
to form 2D autocorrelations [16,22] (referred to as joint auto-
correlations) on η1 − η2 and φ1 − φ2. As in Ref. [21] we define
the latter quantities as η ≡ η1 − η2 and φ ≡ φ1 − φ2 which
explicitly refer to the rotated coordinate axes (but without the
1/
√
2 factors) in 2D spaces (η1, η2), (φ1, φ2) running along
the coordinate difference directions. The two dimensional
joint autocorrelations presented here compactly represent all
angular correlations on 4D subspace (η1, η2, φ1, φ2) without
information loss or distortion.
The normalized pair-number ratios for each charge-sign
were combined to form like-sign (LS: ++,−−) and unlike-
sign (US: +−,−+) quantities. The final correlations reported
here were averaged over all four charge-sign quantities,
resulting in the correlation structures common to all charge-
sign combinations. Hence we refer to these final results as
charge-independent (CI = LS + US) correlations even though
they are constructed from quantities which depend on the
charge signs of the hadron pairs. Further autocorrelation details
are described in Refs. [22,23].
III. DATA
Data for this analysis were obtained with the STAR
detector [12] using a 0.25 T uniform magnetic field parallel
to the beam axis. A minimum-bias event sample (123k
triggered events) required coincidence of two zero-degree
calorimeters (ZDC); a 0–15% of total cross section sample
of central events (217k triggered events) was defined by a
threshold on the central trigger barrel (CTB) scintillators,
with ZDC coincidence. Event triggering and charged-particle
measurements with the time projection chamber (TPC) are
described in Ref. [12]. Approximately 300k events were
selected for use in this analysis. A primary event vertex within
75 c.m. of the axial center of the TPC was required. Valid TPC
tracks fell within the detector acceptance used here, defined
by 0.15 < pt < 2.0 GeV/c, |η| < 1.3 and 2π in azimuth.
Primary tracks were defined as having a distance of closest
approach less than 3 c.m. from the reconstructed primary
vertex which included a large fraction of true primary hadrons
plus approximately 7% background contamination [24] from
weak decays and interactions with the detector material. In
addition accepted particle tracks were required to include
a minimum of ten fitted points (the TPC contains 45 pad
rows in each sector) and, to eliminate split tracks (i.e.,
one particle trajectory reconstructed as two or more tracks),
the fraction of space points used in a track fit relative to
the maximum number expected was required to be >52%. Par-
ticle identification was not implemented but charge sign was
determined. Further details associated with track definitions,
efficiencies and quality cuts are described in Refs. [24,25].
Corrections were applied to ratio rˆ for two-particle re-
construction inefficiencies due to overlapping space points
in the TPC (two trajectories merged into one reconstructed
track) and intersecting trajectories which cross paths within
the TPC and are reconstructed as more than two tracks. These
corrections were implemented using two-track proximity
cuts [26] at various radial positions in the TPC in both the
longitudinal (drift) and transverse directions (approximately
along the pad rows). The track pair cuts were applied to
both sibling and mixed-event pairs as in HBT analyses [6].
Small-momentum-scale correlation structures due to quantum
interference, Coulomb and strong final-state interactions [6]
were suppressed by eliminating sibling and mixed-event track
pairs (∼3% of total pairs) with |η1 − η2| < 0.3, |φ1 − φ2| <
π/6 (azimuth), |pt1 − pt2| < 0.15 GeV/c, if pt < 0.8 GeV/c
for either particle. The small-momentum-scale correlation
structures are more prominent in 2D correlations on transverse
momentum which is where the preceding track pair cut
parameters were optimized [19,25]. Those cuts reduce rˆ
in the bins nearest (η, φ) = (0, 0) by 20% or less. The
track-pair cuts generally have small effects; uncertainties in
the correlations which result from application of these cuts
are discussed in Sec. V and are negligible compared to the
large-momentum-scale structures studied here.
Four centrality classes labeled (a)–(d) for central to pe-
ripheral were defined by cuts on TPC track multiplicity N
within the acceptance by (d) 0.03 < N/N0  0.21, (c) 0.21 <
N/N0  0.56, (b) 0.56 < N/N0  0.79 and (a) N/N0 > 0.79,
corresponding, respectively, to approximate fraction of total
cross section ranges 40%–70%, 17%–40%, 5%–17% and 0%–
5%. N0 is the end-point [27] of the minimum-bias multiplicity
distribution. Note that the most peripheral centrality class
studied here includes a broad range of nucleon participant
numbers (due to the limited number of events available at
130 GeV), but does not contain events near the single nucleon-
nucleon collision limit. Correlation data for peripheral class
(d) should therefore not be expected to closely resemble similar
correlation measurements from proton-proton collisions [28].
IV. TWO-PARTICLE DISTRIBUTIONS
Plotted in Fig. 1 are perspective views of charge-
independent joint autocorrelation quantity ¯N (rˆ − 1) on differ-
ence variables η, φ for four centrality classes, where ¯N is
the mean multiplicity of used particles in the acceptance given
in Table I. Multiplication of (rˆ − 1) by ¯N yields the density of
correlated pairs per final-state particle [21], typically O(1) for
all centralities. ¯N (rˆ − 1) would be independent of centrality if
Au-Au collisions were linear superpositions of p-p collisions
(participant scaling) because the amplitude of the numerator
of (rˆ − 1), which is proportional to the density of correlated
pairs, would scale with participant number, or in this model
with ¯N , while the denominator is proportional to ¯N2. Therefore
changes in quantity ¯N (rˆ − 1) with centrality directly display
the effects of those aspects of Au-Au collisions which do not
follow naı¨ve p-p superposition. All the data presented here
are in terms of quantity ¯N (rˆ − 1) in order to directly display
deviations from participant number scaling. In this form the
data do not yet include corrections for tracking inefficiency and
background contamination. Those corrections, which mainly
affect the overall amplitudes, are discussed and applied in
Sec. VI below.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Perspective views of
two-particle charge-independent joint autocor-
relations ¯N (rˆ − 1) on (η, φ) for central (a)
to peripheral (d) Au-Au collisions at √sNN =
130 GeV/c.
The distributions in Fig. 1 are dominated by (1) a 1D
quadrupole component ∝ cos(2φ) conventionally attributed
to elliptic flow [4,5]; (2) a 1D dipole component ∝ cos(φ)
associated with transverse momentum conservation in a ther-
mal system [29], and (3) a 2D ‘same-side’ (|φ| < π/2) peak
where the small excess in the (0,0) bins is due to conversion-
electron pair contamination. We also expect back-to-back or
TABLE I. Parameters and fitting errors (only) for model fits
[Eq. (2)] to joint autocorrelation data in Fig. 1 for centrality bins (a)–
(d) (central–peripheral). ¯N is the mean multiplicity of used particles
in the acceptance. Total systematic error for efficiency-corrected
amplitudes is 11% [33].
Centrality (d) (c) (b) (a) Errora(%)
S [33] 1.19 1.22 1.25 1.27 8 (syst)
¯N 115.5 424.9 790.2 983.0
S ¯NA1 1.93 3.23 3.72 3.10 5–2
σφ 0.61 0.55 0.54 0.53 4–2
ση 0.58 1.05 1.34 1.36 5–2
S ¯NA0 0.60 0.32 — — 0.16–0.1b
σ0 1.11 0.24 — — 28–22
S ¯NA2 −0.67 −0.55 −0.67 −0.58 0c
S ¯NAφ −0.31 −0.76 −0.97 −0.74 22–5
S ¯NA2φ d 1.05 2.72 1.30 0.32 2–17
χ 2/DoF 439315
419
315
675
315
415
315
aRange of fitting errors in percent from peripheral to central.
bMagnitude of fitting errors.
cFixed by normalization of rˆ .
dA2φ ≡ 2v22 ; v2 is the elliptic anisotropy measure [4,34].
away-side (φ ∼ π ) azimuth correlations from momentum
conservation in parton scattering (dijets). However, at low
pt the away-side jet structure is broad and indistinguishable
from the dipole cos(φ) component describing momentum
conservation in the bulk system. We hypothesize that the
same-side peak is associated with semihard scattered parton
fragmentation to hadrons (minijets), albeit for fragments with
much lower pt than is considered in a conventional jet analysis.
In order to display the correlation structure not accounted
for by the cos(φ) and cos(2φ) terms we subtracted those
components from the distribution in Fig. 1 to obtain Fig. 2 by
minimizing η-independent sinusoidal residuals on the away-
side region (|φ| > π/2) and for |η| ∼ 2. We observe that the
away-side region in Fig. 2 is featureless for all four centrality
classes leaving only the same-side 2D peaks which are the main
subject of the present analysis. If Lund-model color strings [7]
remained dynamically relevant in the final stage of heavy-ion
collisions we would expect, in the accepted pt interval,
significant correlation structures on the away-side regions in
Fig. 2 similar to that observed in p-p collisions [20,28]. That
structure in the p-p system is a prominent 1D gaussian on
η approximately invariant on azimuth and is due to local
charge conservation on z (spatial coordinate along the beam
direction) during longitudinal string fragmentation [7] and
coupling of z to η via longitudinal expansion [30] (1D analog
of Hubble expansion). The absence of such structure suggests
that longitudinal strings play no significant role in the final
stage of Au-Au collisions for the centrality range studied
in this analysis (0–70% of total cross section). That trend
is consistent with the centrality dependence of net-charge
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The same data as
in Fig. 1, but with η-independent dipole
[cos(φ)] and quadrupole [cos(2φ)] compo-
nents subtracted (see text) to reveal ‘same-
side’ (|φ| < π/2) structures which can be
associated with minijets.
correlations in which structure characteristic of longitudinal
string fragmentation is strongly suppressed with increasing
centrality of Au-Au collisions [21].
The same-side peak isolated in Au-Au collisions by the
multipole subtraction varies strongly with centrality, transi-
tioning from significant elongation on azimuth difference φ
for p-p collisions [28] to dramatic broadening along η for
the more central Au-Au collisions (note the non-unit aspect
ratio of these 2D plots). 1D projections of the data in Fig. 2
onto difference variables φ (open triangle symbols) and η
(solid dots) are shown in Fig. 3. Projections of a 2D model
function fit are also shown as discussed in Sec. VI.
An upper limit for resonance contributions was estimated
using Monte Carlo simulations [31] assuming 70% of the
primary charged particle production is from resonance decays.
The resulting correlations were simulated by including a
sufficient number of ρ0, ω two-body decays to generate 70% of
the observed multiplicity and are estimated to be at most ∼10%
of the peaks at (0,0) in the domain |η| < 0.5, |φ| < 2 [31]
and negligible elsewhere.
V. ERRORS
Statistical errors for joint autocorrelations approximately
double as |η| increases from 0 to 2 because of the bounded
η acceptance, but are uniform on φ because the azimuthal
acceptance of STAR is continuous (periodic). Statistical errors
for rˆ at |η| = 0 vary from 0.0001 for central collisions to
0.001 for peripheral collisions. Statistical errors for ¯N (rˆ − 1)
(∼0.1) are nearly independent of centrality.
Systematic errors were estimated as in Refs. [21,32].
The dominant source of systematic error is the 7% non-
primary background contamination [24] whose correlation
with primary particles is unknown. The upper limit on the
systematic error from this source was estimated by assuming
the number of correlated pairs associated with background-
primary pairs of particles could range from zero up to the
amount which would occur among 7% of the primary particles
and the remaining primaries. This conservative assumption
produces an overall ±7% uncertainty relative to the correlation
amplitudes in Fig. 1 throughout the (η, φ) acceptance.
Lesser contributions to the systematic errors include the
following. Contamination from photon conversions to e±
pairs is significant only within the bin centered at (0,0)
defined by |η| < 0.1, |φ| < 0.12 which was omitted from
the model fits described in the following section. Uncertainties
in the two-track inefficiency corrections have modest effects
in the domain |η| < 0.1, |φ| < 0.8. Sporadic outages of
TPC read-out electronic components could cause the azimuth
dependent tracking efficiency to differ between real and mixed
events resulting in systematic errors up to 8% of the peak
amplitude at (0,0) within the domain |η| < 1, |φ| < 0.05.
Systematic dependence of the correlations on η1 + η2 with
primary collision vertex position in the TPC (75 c.m. from
geometric center) produces a systematic error of ∼4% [of peak
amplitude at (0,0)] for |η| < 0.5. Uncertainty in the extent to
which the small-momentum-scale track pair-cuts fully remove
HBT and Coulomb correlations leads to an additional 5%
uncertainty for |η|, |φ| < 0.3. Total systematic errors for
data presented in Fig. 1 are ±7% of the correlation amplitude,
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FIG. 3. Projections of 2D charge-
independent joint autocorrelations
¯N (rˆ − 1) in Fig. 2 (which have the dipole
and quadrupole components subtracted)
onto difference variables η (solid dots)
and φ (open triangles). The solid
(dashed) curves represent corresponding
projections of 2D analytical model fits to
the data. The 2D peaks are substantially
reduced in amplitude when projected
onto η or φ.
but increase to ±8% for |η| < 0.5 and to ±11% for |φ| <
0.05, |η| < 1.
Other potential sources of systematic error were studied and
determined to have negligible effects. These sources include
primary vertex position uncertainty perpendicular to the beam
direction, TPC drift speed and/or timing-offset fluctuation,
angular resolution, tracking anomalies caused when particle
trajectories intersect the TPC high-voltage central membrane,
multiplicity and primary vertex position bin sizes used for
producing mixed events, and charge sign dependence of the
tracking efficiency.
VI. MODEL FITS
Joint autocorrelations, as in Fig. 1 but without factor ¯N ,
were fitted with a model function consisting of five distinct
terms motivated by the structures evident in the data and by
known sources of correlations in heavy-ion collisions. The five
terms include the η-independent dipole and quadrupole terms
on φ representing expected correlations due to transverse
momentum conservation and elliptic flow, a φ-independent
1D Gaussian on η representing the effects of local charge
conservation on spatial z-coordinate from the fragmentation
of longitudinal color strings, a 2D same-side Gaussian on
(η, φ) representing the autocorrelation from minijets ac-
cording to our hypothesis, and a constant offset for overall
normalization. The explicit model and parameters are given
by
F = Aφ cos(φ) + A2φ cos(2φ) + A0e−(
η√
2σ0
)2
+A1e
−{( φ√
2σφ
)2+( η√
2ση
)2} + A2. (2)
The data in Fig. 1 [which include the cos(φ) and cos(2φ)
components] were fitted by adjusting the seven parameters
in Eq. (2): Aφ,A2φ, A0, σ0, A1, σφ and ση , according to
a χ2 minimization procedure. Parameter A2 was fixed by
the normalization of rˆ . The results are listed in Table I,
including mean multiplicity factor ¯N plus tracking efficiency
correction factor S [33]. Factor S is defined as the ratio of
true, primary particle yield (i.e., 100% tracking efficiency
and no background contamination) estimated for these data
in Ref. [24] divided by the actual multiplicity used in this
analysis corrected for the ∼7% background contamination. S
is essentially the reciprocal of the charged-particle tracking
efficiency, specific for the present analysis. Multiplication of
the parameters in Table I by factorS ¯N estimates the correlation
amplitudes per final-state particle for 100% tracking efficiency
and no background contamination, assuming the measured
correlations include background-primary particle correlations
half-way between the limits described in the preceding section.
This procedure provides the best estimate of the true correla-
tion amplitudes for comparison with theoretical predictions.
The uncertainty in extrapolating to the true primary particle
yield is estimated to be 8%, most of which is due to the
7% systematic uncertainty in the measured charged hadron
yield [24]. The combined systematic uncertainty for the
efficiency corrected amplitudes is ±11%.
Projections of the fitted model functions onto difference
variables η (solid curves) and φ (dashed curves) are shown
in Fig. 3. Fitting ambiguities between the four components
of the model are minimal due to their unique dependences
on (η, φ) and the close match between components of
the model and the apparent geometrical structures in the
correlation data and are subsumed in the fitting errors listed
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FIG. 4. Panel (a): Efficiency corrected amplitudes from model fits (given in Table I) for the same-side correlation peak plotted vs centrality,
where the latter is represented by the mean participant path length ν [35]. Au-Au collision results are shown by the solid dots and the p-p
result by the solid square. The dashed curve is a linear fit excluding the most central datum. Error bars in each panel, if visible, indicate only
the fitting errors from Table I. Panel (b): Fitted widths for the same-side peak in Au-Au collisions are shown by the solid dots (ση ) and open
circles (σφ in radians). Corresponding widths for p-p collision data are indicated by the solid and open squares at ν = 1. Curves guide the
eye. Panel (c): Volumes (see text) for the same-side correlation peak for Au-Au (solid dots) and p-p collisions (solid square). The dotted and
dashed curves are explained in the text.
in Table I. The fit parameters confirm that with increasing
centrality the 2D same-side peak structure exhibits 1) strong
and non-monotonic amplitude variation, 2) strong η width
increase and 3) significant φ width reduction. The dipole and
quadrupole terms display smooth centrality dependences, the
latter being consistent with elliptic flow measurements [4,34].
The 1D Gaussian on η is small, and rapidly diminishes
with increased centrality as expected from similar analysis
of net-charge correlations [21].
VII. DISCUSSION
In Fig. 4 the efficiency corrected amplitude (S ¯NA1 in the
left-hand panel (a)) and width parameters (σφ, ση in the
middle panel (b)) from Table I for the same-side correlation
peak are plotted vs centrality. The volume of the model fit
to the same-side peak, given by 2πS ¯NA1σησφ , is plotted in
the right-hand panel (c). Similar measurement results obtained
from p-p collision data [28] are also shown in each panel
at the lowest centrality. Here, as in Ref. [21], centrality is
estimated as the mean participant path length ν [35] in terms
of the average number of target nucleons encountered by
each incident nucleon. The same-side peaks in Fig. 2 differ
strongly from those for p-p collisions, where for the latter a 2D
Gaussian peak significantly elongated on azimuth dominates
the same-side structure, widths on η and φ being ∼0.5
and 0.7, respectively [28]. The same-side peak widths for
midperipheral Au-Au collisions in this analysis [panel (d) in
Figs. 1 and 2, ν ∼ 2.6] are similar to the p-p result. In central
Au-Au collisions however, the widths of the same-side peak
reverse the sense of the asymmetry: the peak is dramatically
elongated on η, the width ratio ση/σφ increasing to 2.6
[middle panel (b) in Fig. 4].
Same-side, efficiency corrected peak amplitude S ¯NA1
(measuring correlations per final-state particle) in panel (a)
of Fig. 4 increases almost linearly with mean participant
path-length (see solid line fit) as expected for independent
binary collisions. It is notable that the peak amplitude does not
deviate from a linear trend on ν, except for the most central
point.
The same-side correlation peak volume is proportional to
the number of correlated hadron pairs associated with minijets,
per final-state particle. Whereas the amplitude depends almost
linearly on ν, the volume shown in panel (c) of Fig. 4
displays a more complex variation, strongly departing from
linear ν scaling above ν = 2.5 estimated from the p-p and
most-peripheral Au-Au results (dotted line). The nonlinearity
is due to the strong, nonlinear dependences of the peak widths
on ν. The dashed curve in panel (c) is derived from the
curves in panels (a) and (b) describing the amplitude and peak
widths. The volume excess beyond the linear extrapolation
may indicate the onset of a strongly dissipative medium in
which additional correlated hadron fragments with less pt
result from each scattered parton. The latter increase is very
likely a lower-pt manifestation of the observed suppression
of the high-pt part of the pt spectrum measured by quantity
RAA [36,37].
We speculate that the mechanism modifying the same-
side peak in central Au-Au collisions is strong coupling
of semihard scattered partons to a longitudinally-expanding
colored medium developed in the more central Au-Au colli-
sions. Hadrons from fragmenting (or coalescing [18]) partons
sample the local velocity structure of the pre-hadronic parton-
medium coupled system. Growth of the colored medium with
increasing collision centrality and its coupling to fragmenting
partons is then indicated by increased width on η of the
same-side correlation peak.
The perturbative QCD expectation for angular correlations
about the jet thrust axis in p-p collisions corresponds to a
nearly symmetric same-side peak on (η, φ). That ‘in vacuo’
result is indeed observed in p-p collisions for higher pt
fragments (>2.5 GeV/c). However, in a low-pt autocorrelation
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analysis of p-p data [28] strong deviations from expected
pQCD angular symmetry about the jet thrust axis are observed.
The HIJING Monte Carlo collision model [10] includes a
conventional pQCD model of jet production and quenching
in A-A collisions. The default HIJING same-side peak is
observed to be symmetric, and the widths on η and φ both
increase by only 10% when jet quenching is imposed [38],
seriously underpredicting the large width increase on η and
contradicting the width decrease on φ observed in the present
analysis of Au-Au data. The pQCD jet-quenching mechanism
in HIJING cannot produce an asymmetry on (η, φ), given
the symmetry of its perturbative bremsstrahlung quenching
mechanism about the parton momentum. In addition, promi-
nent low-pt longitudinal string-fragment correlations on η
are observed for all HIJING centralities, contradicting results of
the present analysis noted above in the discussion for Fig. 2
(Sec. IV). RQMD [39] CI correlations are featureless except for
small, elliptic flow related correlations on φ.
Recently, effects of a flowing medium on parton energy loss
and fragmentation have been explored theoretically [17]. The
premise of that study is that gluon bremsstrahlung from ener-
getic partons transiting a colored medium should be sensitive
to the local velocity of the medium. The model considered is
uniform flow of the medium transverse to the energetic parton
momentum. A static medium is expected to symmetrically
broaden the bremsstrahlung angular distribution and hence
the same-side peak, as predicted by HIJING [10,38] with jet
quenching. Medium flow transverse to the parton momentum
direction was found in [17] to shift and distort the fragment-
energy angular distribution relative to the thrust axis. In the
high energy Large Hadron Collider context, for 100 GeV jets
with typical energy angular width ∼0.05, the effect of the
flowing medium on the angular distribution was found to be
comparable to the width magnitudes. However, the absolute
angular changes were small.
In the RHIC context a comparison was made with a STAR
leading-particle analysis of jet correlations [15]. The predic-
tion of [17] for trigger particles with 4 pt  6 GeV/c for
200 GeV Au-Au collisions is width variation from peripheral
to central of 0.35 (symmetric) to 0.4 on azimuth and to 0.56 on
pseudorapidity. Those width increases are similar in magnitude
to the symmetric HIJING width increases noted above. However,
they differ qualitatively from the width decrease from 0.7
to 0.5 on azimuth and the dramatic width increase from
0.5 to 1.4 on pseudorapidity observed in the present study.
The calculation of parton bremsstrahlung in uniform flow
in [17] does not address the issue of longitudinal Bjorken
(Hubble) expansion. Coupling of parton fragmentation and/or
coalescence to the longitudinally expanding velocity field for
the range of transverse momentum studied here may be much
stronger than what can be modelled perturbatively, requiring a
nonperturbative treatment. The analysis in Ref. [17] also does
not address the centrality dependence of angular deformation,
which is strongly nonlinear on mean participant path length as
demonstrated in Fig. 4 (right panel). Predictions for the data
presented here are not available at this time. Advocates of the
recombination model of hadronization have begun to address
these results [18].
VIII. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have measured charge-independent joint
autocorrelations on difference variables η = η1 − η2 and
φ = φ1 − φ2 for Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 130 GeV.
Low-pt longitudinal string-fragment correlations which ap-
pear prominently in p-p collisions are strongly suppressed
even for the fairly peripheral Au-Au collisions studied here
(40%–70% of total cross section). Other correlation structures
are observed which have substantial amplitudes. In addition to
azimuth structures associated with elliptic flow and transverse
momentum conservation we observe a same-side (|φ| <
π/2) peak structure centered at (η, φ) = (0, 0) varying from
a nearly-symmetric shape on (η, φ) in peripheral collisions
to a shape strongly elongated on η in central collisions. We
interpret the same-side peak as resulting from fragmentation
of semihard scattered partons (minijets), here observed with
no trigger particle condition. The trend of minijet angular
deformation can be interpreted as a transition from in vacuo jet
fragmentation inp-p and peripheral Au-Au collisions to strong
coupling of semihard scattered partons to a longitudinally ex-
panding colored medium in the more central collisions as part
of a parton dissipation process. Theoretical predictions based
on perturbative QCD are not capable of explaining the dramatic
broadening of the minijet angular width on η reported here.
With these lower-pt correlation data the study of scattered
partons is extended below the momentum transfer range where
well established theoretical approaches based on perturbative
QCD and standard fragmentation models are applicable.
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